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SUPPLY
◦ Economic drivers – profits for criminals:
◦ Light and portable (cigarettes)
◦ Inadequate enforcement including control
of “Free Zones” and porous borders
◦ Corruption
◦ Inadequate legislation and penalties
◦ Time-consuming prosecution process
◦ Not a political priority
◦ Protectionist policy measures
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DEMAND
◦ Price and affordability for consumers
◦ Sudden dramatic tax hikes
◦ Reliable suppliers with well organized
distribution in areas of economic and
social deprivation
◦ Restrictions on contents and packaging
◦ Not seen as a “crime” – resentment
◦ Sales to minors of tobacco products are
illegal in most countries – forbidden fruit!
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•

KPMG Project Sun estimated the illegal trade in cigarettes in
Europe at 56.6 bn equating to 10.4% of total consumption. The
major trend is the growth of cheap whites to 21.2 bn or 37% of
total contraband and counterfeit. Total tax losses for the 28 EU
countries were estimated at EUR 11.5 bn in 2014
Euromonitor International in 2013 the volume of duty-nonpaid cigarettes consumed in the world was 570 bn. sticks with
an estimated value of US$ 39 bn. for the year
SO – IT’S HUGE AND GLOBAL
In Greece the estimated (KPMG 2014) proportion of illegal
cigarettes has increased from 3% in 2009 to over 20.6% in
2014.
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STEEP TAX HIKES or SUSTAINED HIGH LEVELS
OF TAX – Ireland, Malaysia, Turkey and Singapore
Relaxed customs controls in Free Zones
Poor economic conditions resulting in reduced
affordability
Unstable government e.g. Libya, Syria
Corruption – Australia “Operation Heritage”
Ineffective co-operation across enforcement agencies
Ineffective domestic controls on manufacture , inputs
to manufacture e.g. acetate tow, raw tobacco and
onward supply
Very small (1 to 2%) percentage of containers
scanned/physically examined
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Lax customs controls in transit/transhipment
countries facilitate the traffic in illicit products, key
inputs and manufacturing equipment
Corruption
Illicit goods often have complex shipping routes to
“muddy the waters” of the audit trail
Free Zones are frequently used because of
minimal official controls so:
◦ Loads can be broken into different quantities; and
◦ Loads can be repackaged and documentation changed
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Countries with a comprehensive strategy to tackle supply and
demand have had the best results in reducing illegal trade in
tobacco products – UK and Romania
The UK comprehensive strategy means involving:
all national enforcement agencies, health, local government
and consumer protection
partnerships with industry, port and airport authorities, fast
parcel carriers and postal depots
partnerships with overseas customs and revenue
authorities to exchange information/intelligence under Mutual
Assistance Agreements
partnerships with global and regional enforcement
organizations e.g. WCO, Interpol, OLAF and Europol
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Top level ongoing political commitment
Understand and monitor the size and nature of the problem.
A balanced tax policy and effective tax collection
Educate the public – tackle demand as well as supply
Ensure that official controls on key inputs, manufacturing,
exports, free zones and transit are appropriate and effective
Ensure legislation and regulations work and that penalties act as
a deterrent
Raise awareness of the judiciary so that appropriate penalties
are imposed
Implement the ITP consistently (across nations) and effectively
Build/strengthen national and international partnerships

Robust enforcement
See – www.customs.hmrc.gov.uk.
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Publish comprehensive policy statement
Audit all internal processes/procedures to identify
opportunities for corruption and develop preventive
measures
Make zero-tolerance of corruption central to:
◦ All internal training events
◦ All licence/registration conditions and certificates
◦ All Customs and Revenue Authority public awareness material
and events
◦ Process development and internal audit

Ensure recruitment, promotions and postings are
made on merit – nepotism breeds incompetence and
corruption
Practice zero-tolerance and publicise examples
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Ensure legislation enables you to:
Destroy seized illicit products, raw materials, and
manufacturing equipment quickly;
Seize the means of transport of illicit goods;
Control tobacco related activities in Free Zones;
Confiscate assets on conviction;
Require all transporters of tax-unpaid goods to hold an
appropriate excise licence; and
Impose robust supply chain controls and interventions
across manufacturing, tax free movements and on
wholesale/retail sales and include key manufacturing
inputs e.g. acetate tow, filter papers.
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ENFORCEMENT
A cross-government enforcement strategy. All national and local
enforcement agencies need adequate powers, skilled and
sufficient resources and tools to act effectively
Ensure accuracy and easy interchange of data with partners.
Analyse trends, use risk assessment, intelligence and mutual
assistance to target illicit movements and smugglers
Effective channels for co-operation with WCO , Interpol and with
other countries and legitimate industry
A robust comprehensive anti-corruption strategy AND ACTION.
Enforcement authorities must be involved in policy discussions
on tobacco or alcohol regulation
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WHY DO WE NEED IT?
If the global supply chains for excise products
can be secured both for key inputs to production
and for the production outputs then it should be
easier for enforcement authorities to detect both
the point at which legitimate products are
diverted to the illicit market and the criminals
who trade in them.
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WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
Processes and methods to enable
manufacturers and revenue administrations to
secure the legitimate supply chain
Measures required of all participants in the
supply chain for inputs to production and
production outputs to prevent diversion of
legitimate products and production machinery
into illicit trade channels
Measures to promote responsible business
conduct and secure the revenue
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EU SITUATION
The EU is developing standards for new security features
and Track and Trace which will be legally binding for all
Member States.
a. It is unlikely that Greece could develop such standards
and implement T&T before the EU-wide deadlines
b. National implementation would most likely be
incompatible with the EU Internal Market
c. There is a risk of waste of time and resources by setting
the wrong priorities, adopting standards or an approach
that does not fit the EU final requirement.
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Two reputable 2014 surveys of illicit trade in Greece
revealed:
About 21% or 4.6bn of all cigarettes consumed in Greece
were not duty paid in Greece.
70% were cheap whites from the Free Trade Zone in
the UAE and from China
20% trademarks owned by Greek manufacturers
10% trademarks owned by International companies
CONCLUSION - Counterfeit (for 4 participating
manufacturers) do not exist
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National tracking and tracing:
Would not impact products manufactured outside
of Greece e.g. illicit whites from the UAE Free
Trade Zone and China
Could apply only to products manufactured and
sold in Greece (which must already bear tax
stamps) or exported to clients outside of Greece.
SO neither new tax stamps nor a national T & T
system would solve the problem!
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Co-ordinated and improved enforcement
efforts including:
Risk analysis of incoming shipments to
identify those coming from or via UAE or
China
Identification of points of sale in cities and
investigation/disruption of the distribution
chain within Greece
Handling penalties
Seizure penalties for domestic manufacturers
not subject to the EU agreements
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The Tackling Illegal Tobacco public awareness campaign
launched in S. W. England in November 2011 has
resulted, by 2014 in:
- 60,000 fewer illegal tobacco smokers in the South
West
- 100,000 fewer smokers ever being offered illegal
tobacco
- a reduction in illegal tobacco market share - down 4
percentage points to 7%
- an 87% increase in intelligence reported by members
of the public
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The illegal tobacco trade is funding international
organized criminal gangs and terrorists. It is
linked with human trafficking and drugs
smuggling.
Consumers of illicit products come mainly from lower
income groups who find legal prices unaffordable or
young people who are unable to buy the goods from a
legal retail outlet.
Counterfeit cigarettes can contain cadmium levels five
times higher and lead levels six times higher than in
genuine cigarettes.
Contents of some illicit products have contained
pesticides, arsenic, rat poison and human faeces.
Customs officials at risk because of methods of
concealment of illicit tobacco products.
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•
•

Understand the impact on the illicit market of any
health-related policy initiatives
Develop regional programmes to tackle illicit
tobacco and a cross-government approach to illicit
tobacco marketing & communications:
to shift public behaviour and attitudes to illicit tobacco
and reduce demand.

◦

Draw on expertise across the public sector
how/when to target common audiences
achieving wider reach through pooled resources

•

•

Use social media and publicity in hospitals, health
centres, social services offices and pharmacies to
get your message across – especially to parents
Keep tackling illicit tobacco on the agenda
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Policy makers and regulators need to build a
comprehensive understanding of the legal & illegal
trade in tobacco products
Collecting & collating reliable and comprehensive
data on the global size and scale of this trade is
challenging
International “best practice” conventions,
guidelines & standards on trade compliance &
facilitation all encourage close public / private
partnership
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Global supply chains are increasingly complex with
highly complicated transport routes
Industry is always best placed to know trade practices
and international marketplaces–tobacco is no
exception
Ongoing dialogue between regulators and industry
involved in the legal production, carriage, storage and
distribution of excisable products is highly desirable
Ports and airport authorities, customs brokers, fast
parcel operators are all potential allies – Customs
should use licensing/approvals to require compliance
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The illicit trade in excisable products is a ‘global’
issue – but often addressed regionally or
nationally
Trans National Criminal Networks know no
borders or boundaries
Criminal networks are usually involved with other
forms of transnational crime and money
laundering
International exchange of information &
intelligence across government agencies is
critical to understanding & suppressing this trade
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•

•
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The WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control
and The Illicit Trade Protocol are now finished though
the Protocol is not yet operational.
The Protocol provides for improved security of the
supply chain for legally produced goods through a
number of measures including track and trace. Will
this be sufficient to make a difference?
There are several international legal tools available to
enforcement agencies see Interpol’s legal handbooks
on “Tackling Illicit Trade and IPR crime” and
“Countering Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products”
The OECD is producing a report on Charting Illicit
Trade which will include a chapter on illicit tobacco
products.
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